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Abstract
Thanks to their ease-of-use and effectiveness, face authentication systems are nowadays ubiquitous in electronic
devices to control access to protected data. However, the
widespread adoption of such systems comes with security
and reliability issues. This is because spoofs of face images can be easily fabricated to deceive the recognition
systems. Hence, there is a need to integrate the user identification system with a robust face anti-spoofing element,
which has the goal to detect whether a queried face image
is a spoof or live. Most contemporary face anti-spoofing
systems only rely on the query image to accept or reject
tentative access. In real-world scenarios, however, face authentication systems often have an initial enrollment step
where a few live images of the user are recorded and stored
for identification purposes [23, 18, 33]. In this paper,
we present a complementary approach to augment existing face anti-spoofing benchmarks to account for enrollment images associated with each query image. We apply
this strategy on two recently introduced datasets: CelebASpoof [53] and SiW [29]. We showcase how existing antispoofing models can be easily personalized using the subject’s enrollment data, and we evaluate the effectiveness of
the enhanced methods on the newly proposed datasets splits
CelebA-Spoof-Enroll and SiW-Enroll.

1. Introduction
Face images as biometric signals are commonly being
used in our daily lives for access control and authentication.
With the widespread use of social networks and search engines, face images of individuals can be easily located and
downloaded by anyone and anywhere in the world. Perpetrators can create copies (or spoofs) of an individual’s facial
images, use them to break into supposedly safeguarded systems, and then access the content in an unauthorized manner. Therefore, most recent face recognition systems are
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Figure 1. Existing methods use standalone query images to output live or spoof predictions. We personalize our anti-spoofing
solution by providing a subject-specific reference, the enrollment
images, as an additional input to the model.

paired with face-antispoofing components to ensure the security of users’ privacy and property.
Most research efforts on face anti-spoofing is focused on
developing sophisticated strategies [29, 21, 28, 39, 19], establishing new and challenging benchmarks [29, 30, 53, 36]
and sometimes using additional modalities [52, 10, 40] to
aid spoof detection. As depicted in Fig. 1, existing methods
rely on training a binary classification network that takes a
query image as input and predicts whether it is live or spoof.
Existing benchmark datasets mainly contain live and spoof
labeled images captured under different conditions. Certain
types of spoofs are difficult to distinguish from live ones.
Hence, modalities like depth [29] and reflection maps [21]
have been introduced in recent datasets to assist the design
of effective anti-spoofing systems.
Nevertheless, additional modalities like depth and reflection maps can only be captured using specific sensors, and
their usability in low-power mobile devices is limited due
to cost and power constraints. Moreover, predictors using
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depth and reflection maps require accurate calibration and
might render inaccurate results if the sensor configuration
at test time differs from training data. This limitation also
applies to models trained on RGB images since any training bias in the distribution of subject, sensor, environmental
and facial factors might limit the model performance once
evaluated on different unseen data.
Systems that support anti-spoofing capabilities are commonly paired with a user identification module before allowing or denying access to protected content. Every time
the user requests access, a query image is captured and examined by both the anti-spoofing and user identification
routines. If only both checks are satisfied, the request is
granted for access. The identification module relies on an
enrollment set which is a collection of live face images that
a user records and stores on the device to enable user identification [23, 18, 33]. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been no previous work that uses enrollment information as a complementary input to face anti-spoofing models. Since the enrollment set is unique to each subject and
sensor, it provides valuable personalized information for the
anti-spoofing task. Unlike depth and reflection maps, userspecific enrolled images are readily available and easy to
obtain. Enrollment information has therefore the potential to improve anti-spoofing by acting as a live reference
against which the system can compare the query. We call
this method personalized face anti-spoofing.
In this paper, we first devise a methodology to convert
an existing face anti-spoofing benchmark into its personalized version. In the original version of the benchmark, each
query image is standalone and solely used to predict live
or spoof classes. In the personalized version, each query
image has an associated enrollment set, and both the query
image and the enrolment set are used for prediction. The
enrollment set for a query sample is found by first identifying the user. Then, a fixed number of enrollment images are
set aside from the live images of that user. This process is
repeated for all users who can meet the predefined number
of enrollment images in both the training and testing sets.
We also propose multiple personalized baselines, using different modules like attention, GRUs, and GNNs, to
provide initial benchmarks on the new face anti-spoofing
datasets. We investigate alternative methods to extract information from the enrollment images and then aggregate
it into a single representation. This representation is used
as a reference against the query for the anti-spoofing task.
We use experimental evaluation under different conditions
to prove the effectiveness of personalization for face antispoofing. We also conduct ablation studies to investigate
which methods are most effective for encoding enrollment
information and what type of features the personalized
model learns.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce a method to convert existing antispoofing datasets into a personalized version where
each query image has an associated enrollment set
unique for each user;
• We introduce multiple personalized baselines to showcase how enrollment and query information can be
jointly used for face anti-spoofing
• We experiment with different configurations and ablation studies to analyze the importance of enrollment
information for the anti-spoofing task. We anticipate
our benchmark and results to inspire and catalyze further research on personalized anti-spoofing.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we present existing face anti-spoofing datasets
and discuss related work on generic and personalized face
anti-spoofing. Section 3 explains how an existing dataset
can be converted into its personalized version, with concrete examples for CelebA-Spoof and SiW. Section 4 introduces a selection of simple methods to personalize face
anti-spoofing backbones, and Section 5 evaluates through
experimental results the impact of personalization for the
face anti-spoofing task. We finish in Section 6 with conclusions and directions for future work.

2. Related Work
Face Anti-spoofing Datasets. In the latest decade, multiple face anti-spoofing datasets have been introduced. Most
of these datasets vary in quantity and quality of spoof attacks, subjects and environmental conditions. Commonly
adopted image-based datasets are Replay Attack [7], MSUMFSD [46], MSU-USSA [35] and CASIA-MFSD [54].
Since images in these datasets have been acquired using
low-quality sensors, new benchmarks have been later introduced using high-quality sensors for image capturing.
These more recent datasets include Oulu-NPU [5] and
HKBU [28]. On top of these, multi-modal datasets like
CASIA-SURF [52], 3DMAD [10], MSSpoof [8] and CSMAD [2] have been proposed, introducing extra modalities like depth and IR in addition to RGB images. Datasets
mentioned so far are limited in the variety of subjects, environments and spoof attack types, which limits the generalization capabilities of models trained on them. To address
these limitations, two new datasets have been recently introduced: SiW [29] and CelebA-Spoof [53]. These datasets
contain a large variety of spoofs, sensors, illumination and
environmental conditions with non-overlapping splits between training and testing sets. For this reason, they serve
as better benchmarks to evaluate the generalization capability of anti-spoofing models. In this paper, we introduce new
versions of CelebA-Spoof and SiW datasets by defining enrollment sets for each subject. We name the new datasets
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CelebA-Spoof-Enroll and SiW-Enroll, and in Section 3 we
describe the approach we propose to add enrollment samples to these datasets. We further show how enrollment data
can be used to personalize the anti-spoofing model.
Generic Face Anti-spoofing Techniques. Face antispoofing has been the subject of research for a long time,
but the field has recently garnered increased attention within
the deep-learning community due to the widespread use of
authentication systems based on face biometrics. Before the
rise of deep-learning, people proposed binary classifiers on
top of handcrafted features like SURF [3], HoG [31, 47, 38],
LBP [7, 31, 32, 47], etc. In addition to these features, people explored other robust input spaces like color [3, 4] and
frequency [25] spectrum. Even additional temporal cues
from eyes [34, 43] and lips [22] were used to improve
spoof detection performance. With the advent of deeplearning, convolutional neural networks [15, 26, 14, 50] became a common choice as feature extractors paired with
dense classifiers. Sometimes additional supervision is used
in a multi-task learning setting. This includes predicting
depth maps [29, 21], reflection maps [21] and rPPG signals [28, 27] in addition to binary live or spoof labels. Alternative approaches to face anti-spoofing have also been
proposed to improve generalization. For example, Shao
et al. [39] use adversarial approaches to learn domaininvariant representations from multiple face anti-spoofing
datasets that generalize to a novel face anti-spoofing dataset.
In [19], the authors propose a method to decompose a spoof
image into its corresponding live image and a residual map
capturing spoof traits. Yang et al. [49] propose to use both
spatial and temporal information while attending to discriminative regions in consecutive video frames to improve
generalization.
Personalized Face Anti-spoofing Techniques While
the general trend in face anti-spoofing research is to employ
domain adaptation methods and use additional data sources
to improve generalization, research investigating personalization of face anti-spoofing methods using enrollment data
is scarce. However, personalization of neural networks has
already been proven effective for the tasks of speaker identification and anti-spoofing using audio data [20, 16, 24],
which suggests similar improvements can be achieved for
face anti-spoofing. Some of the existing literature investigated personalized face anti-spoofing through anomaly detection methods. In [11], the authors use person-specific
thresholds for anomaly detection calculated from score distributions for each subject, while [13, 12] use a personspecific stacked ensemble optimized with a genetic algorithm. Both solutions rely on indirect person-specific information like thresholds and pruning coefficients to guide
learning while our method makes use of direct personal information in the form of enrollment images.
Other person-specific face anti-spoofing methods focus

instead on domain adaptation. [55] proposed augmenting
the training data by generating fake spoofs based on personal features. [48] proposes instead to train a classifier
for each subject, and use iterative matching to synthesize
spoofs of subjects for which only live information is available. Both methods assume that the generative models can
accurately synthesize meaningful spoofs and that the distribution of spoof types does not change during test time.
Moreover, all the personalized approaches we mentioned so
far require access to both source and target data, either for
the personalization of the model, or to optimize the generation of person-specific spoofs. Hence, these methods cannot
be applied out of the box to unseen test data or new subjects.
Finally, [1] suggested using the distribution of model
predictions on the enrollment images to tune the antispoofing threshold at test time, but did not consider using this data as an additional training signal for the antispoofing model.
In this paper, we instead propose to improve the antispoofing solution by conditioning the model predictions
with user-specific enrollment data. We call this technique
personalization, as the model is provided with additional
reference information which always comes from the user’s
live samples. In contrast with previous personalization
techniques for face anti-spoofing [11, 12, 13, 55, 48], our
method does not need any additional information about the
test data distribution during training time. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing work exploring the usage of
enrollment data for the personalization of a deep learning
face anti-spoofing model.

3. Personalized Benchmarks
In this section, we describe how to convert a given antispoofing dataset into its personalized version. A personalized version of a dataset contains an associated enrollment
set for each query image. Specifically, we describe our approach to convert the CelebA-Spoof and the SiW dataset
into their personalized version. Note, however, this approach can be easily applied to any other datasets in which
subject metadata is available.
The task of converting an existing original dataset Do
into its personalized version Dp can be formulated as follows. The input to the conversion process is the original
dataset, containing a number of data points:
 \label {eq:dataset_original} d_i = (I_q^{(i)}, t_q^{(i)}) \quad \textrm {with} \quad 0 \leq i \leq |D_{o}|. 

(1)
(i)

Each data point di is represented by its query image Iq and
(i)
the binary label tq ∈ {live, spoof } describing the query’s
class. The result of the conversion is a personalized dataset
where each data point contains an enrollment set in addition
to query and label data:
 \label {eq:dataset_personalized} d_i = (I_q^{(i)}, t_q^{(i)}, \mathbf {e}^{(i)}) \quad \textrm {with} \quad 0 \leq i \leq |D_{p}|. 
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(2)

Figure 2. Examples from the enrollment-enabled CelebA-SpoofEnroll5 and SiW-Enroll5 datasets. Images in SiW vary in pose
and illumination, while CelebA-Spoof samples additionally show
changes in resolution, color distribution and spoof quality.

dered according to the ascending alphanumeric ordering of
the original filenames) are chosen to define its enrollment
set. The rest of the live samples and the spoof samples are
marked as query samples. It is important to note that using
this deterministic method of obtaining enrollment samples
does not introduce unwanted bias as most of the CelebASpoof images are randomly crawled from the internet and
are not ordered according to specific criteria. With this setting, we associate a user identifier with each query sample
such that queries can be easily mapped to the correct enrollment set. This method of filtering users for a desired enrollment size N is performed for both training and test split. In
the rest of the paper, we refer to CelebA-Spoof-EnrollN or
in short CASp-EnrollN to describe the personalized version
of the dataset with N enrollment images.

3.2. SiW-Enroll
Here, e(i) = (Ie 1 , ..., Ie N ) is the enrollment set for data
point i, which includes N live images from that subject.
All data points from the same subject share the same enrollment set. Notice how this process must transfer part of
the original queries into live enrollment images, thus reducing the number of data points in the personalized dataset to
|Dp | < |Do |. In the rest of this section, we discuss in detail
how we applied this conversion process to CelebA-Spoof
and SiW datasets.

3.1. CelebA-Spoof-Enroll
CelebA-Spoof is a large-scale face anti-spoofing dataset
recently introduced in [53]. The dataset contains 625,537
images of 10,177 celebrities captured under different spoof
mediums, environments and illumination conditions. The
original dataset proposes three different evaluation protocols. For our experimentation, we focus on the most general
”intra” protocol, in which different spoof types, environments and illumination conditions are used for both training
and testing.
To generate CelebA-Spoof-Enroll, the personalized version of the CelebA-Spoof anti-spoofing dataset, we start by
setting the desired enrollment set size N . We decide for a
constant number of enrollment images per user to be consistent with the implementation in typical commercial applications and to simplify the dataset definition. For both the
training and test split, we count the number of live samples
per user and discard those users having ≤ N live samples.
So, if we desire a higher value of N , a larger number of
users would get rejected and hence the number of training
samples would be less. Note that it is not possible to include
all original data, as a number of users in CelebA-Spoof are
missing live samples. Nevertheless, only a very small percentage of training and test data is discarded through this
process when choosing N < 10.
For each accepted user, the first N live samples (or-

SiW (Spoofing in the Wild) is a face anti-spoofing
dataset recently introduced in [29] where images are extracted from short videos captured at high resolution and 30
frames per second. In total, 4,478 videos are collected from
165 subjects including variations in spoof type, recording
device, illumination condition, pose and facial expression.
To define train and test sets, we start by following the splitting system described as Protocol 1 in [29]. We further subsample train and test sets by extracting 1 every 10 frames (or
every 0.33 seconds) in each video, since consecutive frames
are almost identical. Finally, since we observe that simple
models can reach very high accuracy, we further make the
task harder by creating 2 separate training and evaluation
folds in a way that the model is trained and tested on different spoof types. We provide additional details in the supplementary material.
To convert the original SiW into SiW-EnrollN, we consider the same enrollment set size N as for CASp-EnrollN.
Since the original dataset is collected using two different
capturing devices, we can use this information for the definition of enrollment sets. Indeed, in a real scenario, the
subject would have to enroll twice when using two different
devices, meaning that a unique enrollment set will be generated for each combination of subject and capturing devices.
Capturing the sensor bias in the enrollment can be particularly beneficial, for example to detect if the resolution of a
face changes, which can indicate a replay attack. To extract
enrollment data we choose a single video from each subject
and sensor among the available ones. We arbitrarily pick
the video without illumination changes and with variation
in subject pose, as it resembles the enrollment conditions
required in real devices. We then equidistantly sample N
frames over the video to construct the enrollment set. As
shown in Fig. 2, this allows capturing different poses and facial expressions from the subject. Finally, we exclude all the
frames in this video from training and test data to avoid in-
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formation leakage and match all the remaining queries from
the same subject and sensor to their unique enrollment set.
Table 1. Data statistics for the personalized benchmarks CASpEnroll5 and SiW-Enroll5.
CASp-Enroll5
SiW-Enroll5
Train
Test
Train
Test
# data points 427,696 59,481 13,314 107,835
# subjects
7,500
920
90
75

In Table 1 we report a summary of the dataset population for CASp-Enroll5 and SiW-Enroll5. We plan to release soon the code to generate personalized datasets from
CelebA-Spoof and SiW for any arbitrary number of enrollment images per set.

4. Methods
In this section, we introduce a few baseline methods to
aggregate the enrollment features, combine them with the
query features and use them for classification. By using
simple aggregation modules in our baselines, we show how
existing anti-spoofing models can be easily adapted for personalization, without the need for complicated backbones
or training algorithms. We leave as future work the development of optimized modules for personalization.
In Fig. 3 we show a high-level diagram of our personalized anti-spoofing method using enrollment images. The
model takes as input a query image Iq ∈ RC×H×W and N
enrollment images Iei ∈ RC×H×W with i ∈ {1, 2, ...N }.
For generality we consider two independent CNN-based
feature extractors ϕq (·) and ϕe (·) which encode the query
and enrollment images into latent features, respectively
fq = ϕq (Iq ) and fei = ϕe (Iei ) with fq ∈ RD and fei ∈ RD .
After the extraction of latent features, an aggregation layer
is used to combine the enrollment features fe1 , fe2 , ...feN
into a single feature feagg . Different ways to implement
the aggregation layer using parametric and non-parametric
methods are described in the rest of this section. Finally,
the query features and aggregated enrollment features are
concatenated and passed as input to an MLP classifier to
obtain the multi-class predictions: yq = M LP (fq , feagg ).
We trained the model end-to-end by minimizing the crossentropy between neural network predictions and groundtruth labels. During inference time, the query images along
with the enrollment images are fed into the network in the
same way as in training to output the class probability of the
query image.
In this paper, we apply our personalization approach on
top of different backbones using RGB inputs, but it is important to notice how the proposed method can be also applied on top of any other face anti-spoofing model, even
with multi-modal input. This makes personalization a viable candidate to improve the performance of a wide variety
of anti-spoofing systems.

Since the encoding of enrollment images is not dependent on the query, this operation can be executed once during the user enrollment procedure. This addresses both privacy and efficiency concerns since only latent features are
required for the personalization and their extraction only
happens once.
Personalization methods based on fine-tuning using enrollment data might be possible. However, fine-tuning a
model with as few as 5 enrollment images is a challenging task, while the proposed solution based on model conditioning does not require any additional dependency once
the anti-spoofing model has been trained.
Enrollment images could also be used as additional training samples. We argue against this approach as it yields a
minor increase in training data at the cost of requiring enrollment and query images to be of the same quality. This
is often not true in real systems, where enrollments sets are
commonly stored as compressed templates instead of raw
features [6, 44] to preserve privacy.

4.1. Concatenation and Mean
We evaluate two non-parametric operators to aggregate
enrollment features: vector concatenation and arithmetic
mean.
In the first case, we simply concatenate the enrollment
features along the dimension axis to obtain a 1-dimensional
vector with N ∗ D values. This method retains all information from the original features but is not invariant to the
features’ ordering.
For the second method, the enrollment features are aggregated through the non-parametric operation of the arithmetic mean in the latent space. This is similar to [42], where
the authors take the arithmetic mean of the support samples and compute its distance to the query features. Mathematically, we obtain the aggregated feature vector feagg as
PN
feagg = N1 i=1 fei . In this case, the enrollment features
are compacted into only D values. Differently from [42]
we use a multi-layer perceptron to model the relation between enrollment and query samples instead of relying on
Euclidean distance.

4.2. Gated Recurrent Unit
Depending on how enrollment sets are defined, they can
be represented as sequential data. For example, in SiW,
the enrollment images are sampled from the frames of a
short video, which always starts with the subject’s face in
a frontal, neutral pose and then continues with changes in
perspective or facial expression. We propose the usage of
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [9] for the aggregation of enrollment features, as it is can easily model relations in sequential data. At each time step in the sequence, GRU takes
the input signal at the same time step and the activation from
the previous time step to output the activation for the current
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Figure 3. High-level schema of the proposed framework for face anti-spoofing personalization. Compact features are extracted from query
and enrollment images using different CNNs. The enrollment features from multiple images are summarized into a single latent vector.
Query and enrollment features are finally concatenated and input to a classifier to predict the query’s label.

time step. In our setting, each enrollment feature represents
the input signal at a particular time step. Formally, inputs
and outputs of the GRU module are:
 \label {eq:gru} h_l^i = GRU(f_l^{i}, h_l^{i-1}). 
fli

th

(3)
hi−1
l

where, is the i latent feature at layer l and
and hil
are previous and current activations for the same layer. The
input to the first layer are the enrollment features f0i = fei .
The last activation of the final GRU layer is selected as the
aggregated feature for the enrollment set: feagg = fLN .

4.3. Attention
To obtain a parametric aggregation which is instead invariant to feature ordering, we propose using the key-queryvalue attention mechanism [45] between query and enrollment features to compute the aggregated features. The
attention layer allows the model to learn the importance
of each enrollment image given a specific query image.
We obtain the attention query from the query image as
Q = AQ (fq ) and the attention keys and values from the
enrollment images as Ki = AK (fei ) and Vi = AV (fei ).
Here AQ , AK and AV are linear layers that map from a
D-dimensional feature space to an M -dimensional feature
space. The attention weights obtained from Q ∈ R1×M
and K ∈ RN ×M are then applied to the value vectors
V ∈ RN ×M to obtain the aggregated feature feagg as described in:
 \label {eq:att} f^{agg}_e = \text {Softmax}(\frac {QK^{T}}{\sqrt {M}})V 

(4)

4.4. Graph Neural Network
We finally consider a deeper aggregation method based
on GNNs which can learn to model more complex rela-

tions between enrollment and query features. The proposed
GNN is similar to attention in that it learns to compare
query and enrollment samples but in addition, it can as well
perform message passing across enrollment features. For
the implementation of the GNN, we follow the architecture described in [37], and accordingly replace the antispoofing classifier with predictions obtained directly from
the GNN. In this formulation, the enrollment and query features are represented as nodes of the graph. Each GNN
layer consists of two alternating steps: taking the node
features to compute multiple adjacency matrices and then
applying them for the graph convolution operations. The
elements of each adjacency matrix are obtained using a
distance function ψl (·) between two node features fli , flj
j
i
such that Aij
l = ψl (fl , fl ). A neural network is used to
parametrize the function ψl . The adjacency matrices are
used in the graph convolution operation as follows:

 \label {eq:gconv} f_{l+1}^i = GConv(f_l^{i}) = \rho \Big (\sum _{A_l \in \mathcal {A}_l} A_l f_l^{i}W_l \Big ). 

(5)

Here Al ∈ R(N +1)×(N +1) is the learned adjacency matrix
from the set of adjacency matrices Al , fli ∈ R(N +1)×dl is
the feature matrix of the lth GNN layer. The feature matrix consists of N enrollment features and 1 query feature
of dimension dl . Wl ∈ Rdl ×dl+1 is the mapping matrix associated with layer l that maps from dl to dl+1 dimensional
feature space and ρ is a non-linearity. The inputs to the first
layer of the GNN are N + 1 nodes consisting of N enrollment features fe1 , fe2 , ...feN and the query feature fq ; while
the output features for the query node are used as final predictions. Fig. 4 shows an example of GNN for N = 3.
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Table 2. Comparison between baseline and personalized model for the backbones VGG16, ResNet18 and FeatherNet on CASp-Enroll5
and SiW-Enroll5. For AUC and AUC10 higher is better, for EER lower is better.
Method
Baseline
Personalized

AUC
98.0
98.6

VGG16
AUC10
92.4
94.1

EER
7.2
5.9

CASp-Enroll5
ResNet18
AUC AUC10 EER
98.3
94.1
5.9
99.2
96.4
4.3

FeatherNet
AUC AUC10 EER
97.1
89.3
8.8
97.8
91.5
7.5

Figure 4. The GNN aggregates neighborhood information from
enrollment features to infer the class of the query feature. In each
layer, the network first computes the adjacency matrix and then
uses it to convolve over the node features.

5. Experiments
To evaluate the importance of enrollment data for the
anti-spoofing task, we use VGG16 [41], ResNet18 [17] and
FeatherNet [51] architectures as backbones and evaluate
various aggregation methods on the two proposed benchmarks. While the first two networks are general-purpose
backbones for images, FeatherNet has been recently proposed specifically for the task of face anti-spoofing. We
also argue that it is straightforward to apply our personalization techniques on top of other backbones and antispoofing models. We leave for future work the optimization
of the backbone and personalization module for face antispoofing. We provide additional details on implementation,
training procedure and model hyper-parameters in the supplementary material.

5.1. Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate our methods using the following three metrics: (a) Area Under Curve (AUC), (b) Area Under Curve
till False Negative Rate of 10% (AUC10) and (c) Equal
Error Rate (EER). These metrics were chosen as they are
agnostic to threshold choices unlike False Negative Rate
and False Positive Rate which depend on a specific operating point. AUC is the area under the Receiving Operating
Characteristics (ROC) of True Positive Rate versus False
Positive Rate as the classification threshold is varied. For
anti-spoofing, the spoof class is chosen as the positive label. AUC10 is the area under the same ROC until the False
Negative Rate of 10% operating point. The cut-off at 10%
allows for evaluation of the anti-spoofing performance in
the regimes where user experience is not significantly penalized (low False Negative Rate), which is required for many
practical applications. Finally, EER is the point on the ROC
where the False Negative Rate and the False Positive Rate
are equal. Results are reported over 5 seeds.
We include in the supplementary material additional re-

AUC
97.8
98.1

VGG16
AUC10
92.0
93.3

EER
6.8
6.2

SiW-Enroll5
ResNet18
AUC AUC10 EER
99.1
96.7
4.3
99.2
97.0
3.9

AUC
98.9
99.0

FeatherNet
AUC10 EER
95.8
4.8
96.2
4.6

sults and a statistical hypothesis testing study to confirm
the significance of our results. Notice also that the absolute scores on CASp-Enroll and SiW-Enroll should not be
compared to results on CelebA-Spoof and SiW datasets presented in previous papers, as the conversion to personalized
benchmarks inevitably changes training and test sets.

5.2. Results and Ablation Studies
We conduct experiments to investigate: (a) whether personalization can improve anti-spoofing performance over
different datasets and backbones, (b) which of the proposed
aggregation methods is best to combine enrollment features,
(c) the impact of using larger enrollment sets, (d) the effect
of using weight-shared feature extractors for query and enrollment images.
5.2.1

Personalization of anti-spoofing models

We firstly investigate whether using enrollment data improves the anti-spoofing capabilities of neural networks.
Specifically, we compare two methods: (a) a baseline,
which does not use any enrollment and (b) a personalized
approach, which uses enrollment sets of size 5 and ’mean’
aggregation to condition the classifier. The experiments are
carried out on both SiW-Enroll5 and CASp-Enroll5 datasets
across three feature extracting backbones: (i) VGG16, (ii)
ResNet18 and (iii) FeatherNet. We report the results in Table 2, comparing baseline and personalized methods for all
combinations of dataset and backbones. We observe a consistent improvement using personalized methods, with the
largest AUC10 gaps reaching 2.2% for CASp-Enroll5, on
top of already strong baselines achieving 90% AUC10 or
more. The limited improvement on SiW-Enroll5 could be
caused by the smaller variety in enrollment images compared to the CASp-Enroll5 dataset. A significance test on
these results is reported in the supplementary material.
5.2.2

Aggregation methods

In this experiment, we study the effect of using different methods for aggregation of enrollment features, as described in Section 4. For the evaluation, we use the VGG16
backbone and enrollment set size of 5. The results are
shown in Table 3. Overall mean, GRU and GNN methods consistently outperform the baseline. Surprisingly, aggregation through the mean operator is the best or secondbest performer in all cases. This suggests that more expres-
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sive methods to aggregate enrollment features (e.g.: through
GNN, attention or GRU) are not necessary for these datasets
and that the model might be learning to extract some shared
information (like identity) that is not distorted through the
mean operator. While concatenation works well on SiWEnroll5, the low results on CASp-Enroll5 might be induced
by the larger variations in image quality in the latter dataset.
Lastly, the attention-based aggregation method performs
poorer than the baseline for both datasets, implying that different information is captured in query and enrollment features, which should be aggregated independently. Due to
the simplicity and consistent performance of the mean operator, we choose it as the aggregation method for the rest
of the experiments in this paper.
Table 3. Comparison between baseline and different aggregation
methods with VGG16 architecture on CASp-Enroll5 and SiWEnroll5. Top performance are highlighted as: First, Second.
Method
Baseline
Concatenation
Mean
Attention
GRU
GNN

5.2.3

CASp-Enroll5
AUC AUC10 EER
98.0
92.4
7.2
97.7
91.3
7.5
98.6
94.1
5.9
97.9
91.7
7.3
98.4
93.0
6.2
98.1
92.8
6.9

AUC
97.8
98.2
98.1
97.6
97.8
97.9

SiW-Enroll5
AUC10 EER
92.0
6.8
94.3
6.0
93.3
6.2
92.0
7.1
92.7
6.8
93.4
6.5

Number of enrollment images

With these experiments, we study the effect of changing the
number of enrollment images input to the network. The results are shown for both AUC10 and EER metrics in Fig. 5
using the VGG16 backbone with mean aggregation method
on the CASp-Enroll8 and SiW-Enroll8 datasets. These versions of the personalized datasets are generated in the same
way as the ones with N = 5 enrollment images, but using
N = 8 to allow for more variation in this ablation study.
Out of the 8 enrollment samples available per user, we select 1, 2, 4 and 8 of them as input to the network for this
study. Choosing 0 enrollment images implies that we use
the baseline model without any personalization. The results
show that any number of enrollment images provides a significant boost in KPIs over the non-personalized method.
Moreover, the best scores are obtained for 2 and 4 enrollment images. We hypothesize that having more than one
enrollment image might help to obtain a robust representation of the enrollment set, improving in cases where the first
image is noisy or not informative of the subject.
5.2.4

Weight-shared feature extractors

In this study, we investigate the kind of information encoded
in enrollment features. We originally hypothesized that
query and enrollment features encode comparable information and that the MLP learns to compare the two sources. To

Figure 5. Effect of varying enrollment set size on AUC10 (left)
and EER (right) for CASp-Enroll8 and SiW-Enroll8 datasets.

this end, we try an ablation study in which feature extractors
for query and enrollment have shared weights.
Table 4. Effect of using shared and separated weights with VGG16
backbone on CASp-Enroll5 and SiW-Enroll5 datasets.
Method
Baseline
Shared
Separated

CASp-Enroll5
AUC AUC10 EER
98.0
92.4
7.2
97.7
90.8
13.7
98.6
94.1
5.9

AUC
97.8
96.1
98.1

SiW-Enroll5
AUC10 EER
92.0
6.8
87.3
20.6
93.3
6.2

Table 4 results show that feature extraction with shared
weights is inferior to having independent CNN weights.
This suggests that the information extracted from query and
enrollment images is of different types. In fact, performance
using shared weights is even poorer than the one of the nonpersonalized baseline. This might be due to a conflict in the
network’s optimization as the encoder tries to learn to represent different information for enrollment and query images.

6. Conclusion
We introduced a new personalized benchmark for face
anti-spoofing. We developed a method to personalize existing face anti-spoofing datasets by holding out an enrollment
set for each user that can be associated with each query sample. We demonstrated this by converting two recent face
anti-spoofing datasets into their personalized versions. The
proposed conversion method can be applied to any other
dataset. Furthermore, we introduced a simple but effective personalized baseline by conditioning the anti-spoofing
prediction on the enrollment set. We then proposed a suite
of modules to aggregate information across multiple enrollment images for the conditioning.
Results confirmed that using enrollment samples generally improves performance over the non-personalized baseline for both datasets and multiple backbones. We further
analyzed how different aggregation methods, sizes of enrollment sets and extraction strategies affect personalization
performance. With our proposed benchmark we aim to incentivize the research community to develop new personalized face anti-spoofing methods exploiting the availability
of enrollment data in real-world systems.
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